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1. The Railway ministry and which of the followings IIT have forged an
association on a project on 'Industry 4.0'?

A Kanpur

B Chennai

C Mumbai

D Guwahati

E Hyderabad

Solution

The Railway ministry, Department of Science & Technology and

IIT-Kanpur have forged an association on a project called 'Industry

4.0'.

The project will be launched at Modern Coach Factory (MCF),

Raebareli.



2. With the help of which of the followings organization the Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) released the results of the
nation’s first-ever Comprehensive National Nutrition Survey (CNNS)?

A UN

B UNICEF

C WHO

D FAO

E None of the above

Solution

The first-ever comprehensive National Nutrition Survey has been

conducted by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare and the

United Nations Children Fund (UNICEF) to measure malnutrition.



3. In which of the followings city the headquarter of Credit saison is
located?

A Mumbai

B Kolkata

C Delhi

D Bengaluru

E Chennai

Solution

The Bengaluru-based NBFC, headed by former UBS executive Presha

Paragash, will primarily focus on three segments – consumer and

corporate lending, providing debt to fintech ventures and co-lending with

other NBFCs.



4. Which of the followings organisation has lunched "Project NETRA"?

A DRDO

B ISRO

C CSIR

D HAL

E None of these

Solution

Project NETRA is an initiative by the Indian Space Research

Organisation (ISRO) which is an early warning system in space to

detect debris and hazards to the Indian satellites.

This project will help ISRO safeguard the Indian satellites in space

and is estimated to cost approximately Rs. 400 crores.

The project holds a deep significance in terms of space program and

given below are the major points of importance of this Project

NETRA:

With the help of telescopes, radars, data processing units, etc., the

researchers and scientists will be able to spot and track objects as



small as 10 cm, up to a range of 3,400 km and equal to a space orbit

of around 2,000 km.

It aims at capturing the geostationary orbit (GEO), which is closely

36000 km away and is the point where the communication satellites

operate.

With this project, India aims at gaining its own capability of Space

Situational Awareness (SSA). This accomplishment will help ISRO

predict any harm or thread that may affect Indian satellites in space.

This project will bring India at an equal platform with the other

International space agencies which have already been tracking their

satellites to protect them from debris and hazards.

The functional Indian satellites on GEO and LEO orbits can easily

be kept safe and secure with the help of this project.



5. In which of the following country the Khalifa International Stadium is
located?

A Qatar

B Saudi Arab

C Iran

D Syria

E Pakistan

Solution

Khalifa International Stadium also known as National Stadium, is a multi-

purpose stadium in Doha, Qatar, as part of the Doha Sports City complex,

which also includes Aspire Academy, Hamad Aquatic Centre, and the

Aspire Tower.



6. Which of the following state won the best tourism award in the
Adventure Tourism category?

A Goa

B Madhya Pradesh

C Telangana

D Andhra Pradesh

E Both 1 and 2

Solution

National Tourism Awards 2017-18: Andhra Pradesh wins Best State

award for overall growth.

Known for its beaches and temples, Andhra Pradesh won the Best

State award for overall growth in tourism category at the National

Tourism Awards 2017-18, which were presented by Vice-President

Venkaiah Naidu .

Goa and Madhya Pradesh were announced joint winners in

Adventure Tourism category, while Uttarakhand best film promotion

friendly state.



Telangana has emerged as best state in innovative use of IT

category.



7. Recently, the CentralVigilance Commission (CVC) has constituted
Advisory Board for Banking Frauds (ABBF) to examine bank fraud
of over __ crore rupees and recommend action.

A 20

B 30

C 40

D 50

E 60

Solution

The Central Vigilance Commission (CVC) has constituted Advisory Board

for Banking Frauds (ABBF) headed by former Vigilance Commissioner T

M Bhasin to examine bank fraud over Rs 50 crore and recommend action.



8. To what percent the gross NPA ratio has declined in FY19 from 11.2
percent in FY18?

A 10.1%

B 8.5%

C 9.1%

D 9.6%

E 10.5%

Solution

Gross NPA ratio of banks declines to 9.1% in FY19.

Early recognition and resolution of stressed assets have helped

banks contain their gross non- performing loans ratio at 9.1 percent

in FY19 down from 11.2 percent.



9. Which of following is the second most spoken language in India as per
the census 2011?

A Hindi

B Marathi

C Telugu

D Bengali

E Tamil

Solution

The percentage of Indian population with Hindi as their mother tongue has

risen to 43.63% from 41.03% in 2001, according to data on language

released as part of Census 2011. Bengali remains the second most spoken

language while Marathi has replaced Telugu in third place.



10. For how many times Japan organised summer Olympics including
Olympic games 2020?

A 1

B 2

C 3

D 4

E 5

Solution

Tokyo was selected as the host city during the 125th IOC Session in

Buenos Aires, Argentina, on 7 September 2013.

The 2020 Games will mark the second time that Japan—and

specifically Tokyo—has hosted the Summer Olympic Games, the

first being in 1964, making it the first city in Asia to host the

Summer Olympics twice.
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